
OUR COMMUNITY’S INTER-FAITH 
HOUSEHOLDS & FAMILIES



“Every Voice Counts” was designed, fielded, and analyzed by 
Jocelyn Goldberg-Schaible (Rochester Research Group) 

in collaboration and partnership with 
Janet Sunkin (Survey Coordinator) and Judy Azoff (Survey Committee Chair)

Jocelyn Goldberg-Schaible Janet Sunkin Judy Azoff

“This project was truly a labor of love from the three of us to the Jewish community we love. 
Although none of us were born or raised here, it is the community that became our home . . . 
where each of us have lived, raised our children, worked professionally, and volunteered 
for the past 40 years.” -- Judy, Janet & Jocelyn
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Survey data tells us stories.

Within a sample comprised of 2,395 
Jewish adult participants, 

here’s what we learned about 
the perspectives of our 431 respondents 

from Inter-faith Households and Families
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Is yours an inter-faith household or family -- where one or more 
members are Jewish, and one or more members are not Jewish?

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

Yes, my household / family is
interfaith

No, I'm not in that situation

% response 23% 77%

[N= 431 of our Jewish Adult Respondents whose households / families are currently interfaith.]

N=431

Observation: These are the 

people whose perspectives 

we’ll be hearing about in the 

rest of this focused report.
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What did we learn about our inter-faith participants 
denominationally?

Is yours an inter-faith household or family -- where one or more 
members are Jewish, and one or more members are not Jewish?

0%
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100%

overall %
response

Orthodox
[13 of 264]

Conservativ
e [59 of

499]

Reform
[216 of

761]

Just Jewish
etc. [242 of

788]

Yes, my household / family is
interfaith

23% 5% 12% 28% 32%

[N= 431 of 2,112 Jewish Adult Respondents whose households / families are currently inter-faith and who identified 
themselves denominationally – several choosing more than one denominational descriptor.]

Observation: While our inter-faith households and families 

span the full range of denominations, significantly more 

of them identify as either Reform, or one of the Just Jewish / 

Culturally Jewish etc. descriptors included in our survey.
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What did we learn about our inter-faith participants 
in terms of their community involvement?

Is yours an inter-faith household or family -- where one or more 
members are Jewish, and one or more members are not Jewish?

0%
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overall
sample %

deeply /
actively

often occasional
ly

rarely never

Yes, my household / family is
interfaith

23% 11% 19% 30% 38% 52%

No, not interfaith 77% 89% 81% 70% 63% 48%

[N= 2,395 Jewish Adult Respondents, of whom 431 identified their households / families as inter-faith]

Observation:  Our respondents with inter-faith households or families have been 

significantly less involved in our Jewish community, suggesting a strong calling 

for more interfaith outreach and inclusion, and a potential benefit in doing so. 

Of those never

involved In our 

Jewish community,

52% have inter-faith

households / families. 
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What else do we know about our inter-faith respondents?

That in many respects they look a lot like their non-interfaith counterparts:

 In terms of age, employment and education, they’re statistically very similar.  In 
terms of income, they’re just slightly less apt to be among our community’s richest or 
poorest households.  

 They’re no more or less likely than their non-interfaith counterparts to have been
born & raised here, to have left and moved back, or to have come here from 
somewhere else.

 They have felt only slightly less warmly welcomed within our Jewish 
community than their non-interfaith counterparts [41% vs 47% very…40% vs 
38% somewhat… 19% vs 15% not very/not at all/it varies].

 They collectively share favorite aspects of their Judaism [values and traditions, 
holidays and history, food and humor -- more than rituals and religious practice]. 

 They value as thriving Jewish community cornerstones many of the same 
things.  They don’t care quite as much about our community’s kosher entities or 
Jewish schools, yet they care even more than their counterparts about synagogues 
of various denominations; Jewish arts / music / food festivals; and a Center 
for Holocaust Awareness. For all the many other community cornerstones 
considered in our survey, our inter-faith importance ratings were statistically 
indistinguishable from the ratings of their non-interfaith counterparts.
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On the other hand, our interfaith respondents 
differ somewhat from their non-interfaith counterparts

in a few interesting respects:

 They tend to be significantly less involved in our Jewish community [as 
shown in slide #5].

 They are slightly more apt to live in the collar communities or the region 
beyond, and slightly less apt to live in Brighton and/or Pittsford.

 They are slightly more apt to now be either divorced & remarried, widowed & 
remarried, or living with a significant other – suggesting that the inter-faith 
dimension may have in some cases been part of a second or subsequent marriage 
relationship rather than an initial one.

 Our inter-faith participants are less likely – although not entirely unlikely – to 
consider Jewish day-care/child care/preschool, Jewish kindergarten, and even 
Jewish day school for their children. While outnumbered by their non-interfaith 
counterparts, many inter-faith children and teens are [and hopefully will continue to 
be] participating in Sunday/Hebrew schooling, Jewish camps, teen activities, etc.  
While they may be proportionately less apt to seek formal and informal 
Jewish educational resources, many inter-faith households and families 
will be important users of those resources, and those resources – if 
provided with intentional inclusion and consistently warm inter-faith 
welcome – could represent important retention vehicles to help our inter-
faith participants preserve their Jewish communal connections across the 
generations. 
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[Asking those in Inter-faith households or families:]

Are the children / grandchildren in this inter-faith family / 
household being raised Jewishly?

A. They’re all being raised 
Jewishly

B. They’re being raised in a 
combination of faiths

C. Some are being raised 
Jewishly, others not

D. This is a non-religious 
household / family

E. They’re being raised in a faith 
other than Judaism

F. We have no children or 
grandchildren

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

% response 38% 20% 12% 12% 7% 15%

A B C D E F

[N= 2,395 Jewish Adult Respondents]

Observation:
While the most often-cited modal response [38%] 
is that they’re all being raised Jewishly, in nearly 
two-thirds of these families [the other 62%] that 
is not the case.  

As we found in our “Who Are We Jewishly?” 
focused report, raising Jewish children was 
collectively considered even more important than 
dating or marrying Jewishly. So that 62% 
becomes an observation worth noting.
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[As part of our counting question series, we pulled back from households to families, 
and asked those who told us their families had one or more children or stepchildren, 

including those now grown and living on their own:]

How many of this family's children & stepchildren...
…are in inter-faith relationships?

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

0 1 2 3 4 5

% response 47% 32% 15% 4% 2% 0

[N= Of the 1,314 Jewish Adult Respondents who answered this question, over half (53%, or 690) 
indicated that at least one of their children / stepchildren were in inter-faith relationships.]

624

These 690 respondents 

collectively describe a total of 

985 children & stepchildren

now in inter-faith relationships.

While some of those children

/ stepchildren are grown and/or 

live elsewhere, they are still tied 

at least indirectly to our community 

via their parents / stepparents, 

who cared enough about our 

Jewish community to have 

participated in our survey. 
421

196

48 22 3

Over half (53% or 690) of our survey’s 

parents & step-parents indicated that one or 

more  of their children / stepchildren are 

currently in inter-faith relationships.
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Looking further down the road at yet another generation, to our respondents’ 
grandchildren, let’s see what intermarriage there looks like. This question set, 
specifically created for participants who told us they were grandparents, provides 
additional insight into the inter-faith issue, and allows us to view Rochester’s inter-
faith retention across generations within a broader geographical context.

1a) How many of your grandchildren live 
in the Rochester region?

1b)   Of those grandchildren living in the 
Rochester region, how many – if any 
– live in inter-faith homes?

1c)   And how many of those Rochester
region inter-faith grandchildren – if 
any – are being raised Jewishly?

2a) How many of those grandchildren live 
outside the Rochester region – in 
some other community or state or 
country?

2b)   Of those grandchildren now living 
elsewhere, how many – if any – live 
in inter-faith homes?

2c)   And of those grandchildren now living 
elsewhere, how many – if any – are 
being raised Jewishly?

1a) Our grandparent participants have a total of 
916 grandchildren now living in the Rochester 
region.

1b) Of those 916, 391 (43%) live in 
inter-faith homes today.

1c) Of those 391, 276 (71%) are being
raised Jewishly, at least in part.

2a) Our grandparent participants also have a 
total of 2,029 grandchildren now living 
elsewhere, beyond Rochester.

2b) Of those 2,029, 688 (34%) live in 
inter-faith homes today.

2c) Of those 688, 493 (72%) are being
raised Jewishly, at least in part.

Our Rochester numbers (at 43% inter-married) closely match Pew’s national Portrait of Jewish Americans Study [2013], 

which determined that “intermarriage is common among Jews; 44% of all currently married Jewish respondents – and 

58% of those who have married since 2005 – indicate they are married to a non-Jewish spouse.” The lower percentage 

(34% vs 43%) of inter-faith homes beyond the Rochester region may be attributable to the many grandchildren of our 

survey’s Orthodox respondents, most of whose grown children live elsewhere and very few of whom are inter-married. 
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How warmly welcomed -- and included -- have you and your 
inter-faith household / family members felt within our Jewish 

community? [If they don't live locally, have they felt comfortable 
and warmly welcomed when they come to visit?]

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

% response 48% 37% 5% 3% 7%

Very Somewhat Not Very Not at All It Varies

Observation:  
Just under half (48%) of our inter-faith 
respondents have felt very warmly welcomed 
and included within our Jewish community, 
the remaining 52% less so.  

The following slides assemble their collective 
recommendations that might help them to 
feel more warmly welcomed and included.   

[N= 431 of our Jewish Adult Respondents whose households / families are currently inter-faith.]
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What could our Jewish community be doing 
to help your inter-faith household / family 
feel more warmly welcomed and included?

 Emerging theme:  Many asked for more inter-faith activities, 
gatherings, and opportunities to interact with, and spend time with, 
other inter-faith couples, households, and families.  Among these requests, 
some suggested inter-faith as the gathering’s overarching common 
denominator and reason-for-being.  Others requested more specifically 
targeted gatherings, such as “inter-faith couples in their 30s” or “inter-faith 
families with young children”  or  “inter-faith seniors” or “inter-faith Jewish 
+ Catholic couples”. 

Interfaith social events such as hikes, picnics, volunteer days. 

Interfaith nonjudgmental forums. 

Intergenerational, interfaith events where we learn from each other. 

Honoring both religions while living in a multi-faith marriage.

Provide a place where interfaith families can worship and share experiences.

Events such as panel discussions, etc. on the challenges and rewards of being an interfaith 
family. None were available when we were starting out as a family. 

The equivalent of an "intro to Judaism" experience for interfaith couples that is separate and 
distinct from the conversion process.

Let's make some resources more available! I have no idea which rabbi to contact if my 
boyfriend wants to convert. I wish there was just a general site with information. Or 
open houses. 

I've seen only one opportunity for an Interfaith family support group (at the JCC a few years 
back). It met on Sunday morning, which did not work for my partner's schedule, due to 
church meeting at that time.
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What could our Jewish community be doing 
to help your inter-faith household / family 
feel more warmly welcomed and included?

 [Continued:]  Within those requests for inter-faith activities and 
gatherings and events were a strong subset specifically targeting 

couples and families with children:

More 1:1 or small group outreach [with] more organic opportunities to connect with 
other interfaith couples.

Travel to Jewish destinations with interfaith couples, but not too expensive.

Programs for interfaith couples, programs for interfaith families with young children. I 
have a spouse interested in and willing to do Jewish related things, but it can be 
hard to find things that feel truly accessible for someone who was not brought up 
Jewish.

A program for interfaith families.  Especially one traveling to Israel.  Group events 
related to community -- not necessarily religiously based.  

We had one meeting of a "Young Jewish Mothers" get together that was well attended 
and had a lot of interest from those that could not come. I think there is a bigger 
space for this type of thing - especially for interfaith couples where the mother is 
Jewish.

More opportunity for interfaith learning, schedule friendly for working/younger families.

Young Family friendly activities for interfaith households.

More interfaith raising kiddos resources. 
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What could our Jewish community be doing 
to help your inter-faith household / family 
feel more warmly welcomed and included?

 Emerging theme:  For the Jewish partner in an inter-faith household or family, it is 
extremely important that their non-Jewish partners and family members –
including their children, and grandchildren – are warmly accepted and Jewishly 
included. If those they love are not comfortable, then neither are they.

Include the non-Jewish spouse as you would a Jewish spouse in any event, activity, conversation.

More interfaith meetings or groups. More acknowledgment of interfaith families.  Less talking down about 
other religions or interfaith couples. Acknowledge interfaith families in Hebrew or Sunday schools and 
make sure the children are not talked down to or treated differently because of it. 

Interfaith children accepted as Jews by orthodoxy.

A change in perspective. To accept all members of a family who wish to participate equally. 

I personally feel welcomed. My husband has not warmed up to the Jewish community and sees himself as an 
outsider. This is unfortunate and sad to me that he does not feel fully welcome.  

Inclusion in programming -- being open to spouses that are choosing to raise Jewish children.

People have to stop telling my children that they aren't actually Jewish if there mother isn't.  As if it is up 
them. It's all I can do not to slap one of these self-righteous, Jewier-than-thou, small-minded, tactless 
bigots.

Change their attitude - not assume that your child/family is "less than" because it is a blended faith family.

More options for religious involvement that is accepting of interfaith households. I struggle with wanting to 
give my children an experience of Judaism and connection but also do not feel comfortable committing 
them to a religious education that says there is only one right way to understand and follow God.

Do not exclude the non-Jewish member of the family from participating in synagogue rituals such as Torah 
blessings, lighting of candles, saying prayers from the bimah, if that person feels comfortable doing so.
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What could our Jewish community be doing 
to help your inter-faith household / family 
feel more warmly welcomed and included?

 Emerging Theme: Many inter-faith respondents expressed gratitude for their Reform 

synagogue’s inter-faith inclusion and outreach.  Whether they are the Jewish or 

non-Jewish half, many feel comfortable and accepted by those Rabbis and 

congregants. We also heard appreciation for the JCC as another interfaith-friendly entity.

We always feel welcomed and comfortable here, especially at places like the JCC and Temple Sinai. There, no one seems 
to notice or worry about whether both halves of a couple were born & raised Jewishly. 

I attend Etz Chaim and many of the families are interfaith. I feel comfortable there. And I feel comfortable at the JCC. It's
up to individuals to find places they feel comfortable in.   

Our Temple Emanuel is already doing this very well.

TBK is very welcoming and inclusive. The programming for families has been wonderful.

We raised our children Jewish at Temple Sinai and could not have felt more supported and welcome.

[We have found] openness to all people of different races, nationalities, and genders in the Reform tradition - and social 
justice concerns.

For the most part it has been a non-issue for us.  My husband has not converted to Judaism but he has taken courses at 
our synagogue and committed to learning and raising our girls as Jewish (not interfaith).  I can't remember anyone 
even asking us if he identifies as Jewish?  Having said that, when deciding on a synagogue to join, we only 
considered Reform because of our worry about not being accepted at the conservative synagogue (where I was 
raised)…

My daughter and her non-Jewish husband have been warmly welcomed. My wife's father is Jewish but her mother was 
not. My wife has been very active in the Jewish community for over 40 years and identifies as Jewish. We belonged 
to a Conservative synagogue for a few years but she was not allowed to participate in liturgy as she was not 
formally converted.  This was very hurtful and we eventually left, even though we liked the people very much.

Not being so unwelcoming when my children were growing up!  Told by [a conservative] Havurah that my children would 
contaminate their children.  In spite of that, my grandchildren are being raised in the Jewish faith.

Educate orthodox/conservative Jews to be more accepting of inter-faith. 
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What could our Jewish community be doing 
to help your inter-faith household / family 
feel more warmly welcomed and included?

 Emerging Theme: Several suggested that our community could 
make it easier and more comfortable for an inter-faith couple 
to be married Jewishly. Especially for those wed in the more 
distant past, our community did not have any rabbis willing to 
perform inter-faith weddings.  Likewise, we heard a request for 
someone willing and able to perform baby naming and Brit 
ceremonies for those born into inter-faith homes.

We were fairly active when children were young, and even after children had bar 
mitzvahs, but at our synagogue, interfaith marriages were not acknowledged.

For the most part, I believe the Jewish Community does a good job. There is always 
the issue of a rabbi officiating a mixed marriage.

[Our community needs] a rabbi who performs interfaith weddings.
Provide support and guidance for interfaith weddings.
Make sure Rabbis perform interfaith and same sex marriages.

When my husband and I married in 2003, we could not find a rabbi to marry us.  
That did not make us feel welcome…

Performing interfaith weddings would be a good start. I guess maybe that's changed 
in the past 16 years but if it hasn't, I'd start there.

Jewish marriages, naming and Bris services for interfaith couples.
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What could our Jewish community be doing 
to help your inter-faith household / family 
feel more warmly welcomed and included?

 Being Jewishly affiliated, as we know, is a costly process.  
Synagogue dues are difficult for some inter-faith families to 
justify, especially when churches -- their non-Jewish worship 
counterparts – are “free”.  While the synagogue membership dues 
paradigm is an issue already being scrutinized, it is particularly 
relevant for inter-faith households with obvious alternatives available 
for worship, fellowship, religious education, and the other offerings 
that our synagogues provide.  

Publicize welcome of interfaith couples/families and offer reduced family memberships 
or an honor system of contribution to houses of worship.

Some of our [interfaith] family go to synagogue once or twice a year. We have neither 
the interest nor income to pay for full time dues…

For many people, their finances are divided to best help with their life style.  In our 
household that means saving money for family experiences and future education.  
With our current income level, not much is left to help with synagogue costs 
despite our desire to participate.  Being a family who wants to be frugal and 
respect our interfaith marriage makes it hard to justify paying fees to a religious 
institution. 

I was told to pay the increase in my dues, by the business manager of the temple of my 
parents and my upbringing, or leave.   I left.
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What could our Jewish community be doing 
to help your inter-faith household / family 
feel more warmly welcomed and included?

 Likewise, the commitment to synagogue membership is one with 
expectations that can feel burdensome to some inter-married households.  
Increased flexibility in terms of those expectations might encourage more 
to affiliate – not only inter-faith families, but also our community’s less 
religiously committed Jewish families.  

Partially because of not feeling completely comfortable as an interfaith couple and having been 
raised in an interfaith family, I have always struggled with other Jews making me feel I 
am not Jewish enough. My spouse is completely agnostic and has no interest in 
organized religion. We are unlikely to join a temple, but would never join a church. If 
there were more options allowing for a lower level of commitment, we would be 
interested, but I’m not committing my kids to years of Hebrew school. So instead we 
celebrate holidays and Shabbat with friends and family. 

Was concerned that if my children married outside Judaism, they would not be acknowledged 
by the temple of which we were a prior member

Working out the interfaith dimension [of synagogue membership] in light of children… 
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What could our Jewish community be doing 
to help your inter-faith household / family 
feel more warmly welcomed and included?

 We also heard from inter-faith couples who describe the non-Jewish partner as 
feeling uncomfortably “outside” our Jewish community.  That feeling challenges and 
alienates both halves of the couple, and discourages Jewish communal involvement 
for the Jewish partner who might otherwise have remained involved. These findings 
tell us is that if we are to keep the Jewish partner connected, we clearly must 
make their non-Jewish partner feel embraced as well. If we don’t embrace 
them both, we will lose them both, along with their children, and their 
children’s children, etc.  Some hopeful, forward-thinking reminders that we as a 
Jewish community need to be – and are -- on the right track today in terms of 
acceptance and inclusion:

The Jewish community, probably the same all over, treats assimilation as a threat. But it's a fact of life in 
the West. So either the community recognizes and opens up to it, or it will turn it's back on those 
members, and become more and more insular. 

Have genuine open arms for non-Jewish persons. 

More wholehearted acceptance of people who want to identify as Jewish. Less fear about embracing 
interfaith families because  they are an important part of the future of the Jewish people. 

At this point nothing. 30 years ago no one had any ideas about how to deal with a family with 2 non-
Jewish kids with a mother who converted for a second marriage and subsequently had 2 Jewish 
kids. 

It's been many years since we were ostracized for having an inter-faith marriage. For us, it's history. 
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And when asked the over-arching question “What should a 
Jewish community provide for those who live there -- whether 
newcomers or  long-timers, young or old, deeply Jewish or not?”
our inter-faith participants asked for a wide range of 
offerings to ensure their unconditional inclusion.

Being open and welcoming to all...(those who are in interfaith marriages, same sex couples and those that 
have found their way to Jewishness later in their lives)

A safe place to welcome anyone of any age and of any background of Jewry, and to give them options to 
be involved in their community.

Sense of Community and Support for those in need such as newcomers, AA, divorce, widow, single, 
interfaith, caregivers. Churches appear to be more welcoming, open and offer support to those in 
transitions. Educational classes for adults wanting to learn about Judaism, prayer, etc (I'd 
appreciate that) in one central location that one could identify with as a place of comfort, growth 
and belonging. Currently classes are offered but scattered in various locations and no sense of 
continuity. I'm looking for a sense of community and would like to find it in a temple and/or 
Federation, but need a point of entry that feels inviting (such as classes). Social activities such as 
mahjong, cards, etc. could provide a point of entry, continuity and belonging as well.  Need 
sustainability - not just hit or miss, to create community. 

Welcoming to those not born or raised here. Open to those who are of an interfaith marriage. Not 
prejudiced against those who do not choose to be Jewish but who are part of a Jewish family and 
raising their children Jewish.

Tolerance and acceptance whether they are intermarried or single religion households. Also acceptance 
and equality whether or not they choose to be immersed in temple life and religious education. And 
most important not be judged on whether or not they can contribute large sums of money.

Programs to engage young families, programs for interfaith families with one Jewish partner, a 
consistently welcoming environment.

Ways to connect with other Jewish people; opportunities to celebrate holidays with other families and/or 
other singles; interfaith opportunities; synagogue observances; social opportunities, educational 
opportunities.
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And responding to that over-arching question “What should a 
Jewish community provide for those who live there -- whether 
newcomers or long-timers, young or old, deeply Jewish or not?”
our inter-faith participants simply asked – in myriad ways –
for unconditional acceptance & inclusion. 

The Jewish community should be embracing and accepting of all who identify as Jews. 

Continued support for all people no matter what their gender, life style, marital status, etc. 

Inclusive, safe, non judgmental.

A full spectrum of opportunities for participation. 

A variety of ways to participate without having to belong to a congregation. 

Welcoming to all; helpful to those in need; modeling "tikkun olam“. 

Chances to meet and interact and be more proactive towards multi faith families .

More open, more welcoming, more warmth. 

A place to feel at-home and safe, like the Jewish Community Center on Edgewood Avenue.  Inclusivity for 
singles as well as married couples with children .  Understanding of every person's beliefs and needs.

A sense of belonging.

A spectrum of services and an open mind on values and needs.

Open acceptance.

Warmth, welcome, invitation to involvement. 

Sense of community and shared values.

A sense of community - a group to be a part of and to be included in - an opportunity to find such a group.

Connection to the responsibility of every Jew to make the world a better place - social justice, environmental 
stewardship, caring for others (especially others marginalized for their faith or race). And a decent 
bagel with lox. 
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The Inter-faith Perspective
Concluding Summary

431 Jewish adult survey respondents (23% of those who answered this question) told us that theirs were 

inter-faith households and/or families – where one or more members are Jewish, and one or more 

members are not Jewish.   

These 431 voices represent a statistically robust sample of inter-faith respondents to learn from.  We 

estimate that of the 18,911 people now living in our Jewish community, 4,293 are part of inter-faith 

households or families.  Nearly one-quarter of our community, this is a critically important segment 

whose needs and perspectives must be understood and accommodated.  

Clearly, it is a vulnerable segment, whose members will continually be deciding whether to connect with, 

or disconnect from, our community Jewishly.  Their decision will be largely dependent upon how 

comfortably they are welcomed, and how sincerely they are included. Moreover, that welcome and 

inclusion must embrace all members of the household / family, including (and perhaps especially) the 

non-Jewish member(s), so that no one is ever made to feel uncomfortably “less than” fully welcome.  

The same holds true for their children and teens.  Only 38% are now raising all their children Jewishly.  

These inter-faith youth are only going to grow up with strong Jewish identities – l’dor v’dor – if our 

community (and their peers) include them as seamlessly as we include their parents.  
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The Inter-faith Perspective
Concluding Summary

(continued)

While 23% of our survey respondents are in inter-faith households or families, over half (53%) of those 

who are (step)parents tell us that one or more of their (step)children are currently in inter-faith 

relationships.   And of all our responding grandparents with grandchildren in the Rochester region, 

43% live in inter-faith homes today.  [Note that all our findings are fully consistent with the findings of 

Pew’s landmark Portrait of Jewish Americans inter-marriage chapter.]

What else did we learn about our inter-faith respondents?   

That they span all denominations, but most identify as either Reform or one of the Just Jewish / 

Culturally Jewish  etc. descriptors. That demographically they are a lot like their non-interfaith 

counterparts.   But they are proportionately more apt to live in the collar communities or the region 

beyond, and slightly less apt to live in Brighton or Pittsford.   

More importantly, they tend to be less involved in our Jewish community [18% vs 41% deeply or 

actively involved… 32% vs 13% rarely or never involved].  And when asked “How warmly welcomed 

and included have you and your inter-faith household / family members felt within our Jewish 

community?” just over half [52%] answered less than very warmly welcomed and included.
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The Inter-faith Perspective
Concluding Summary

(continued)

When asked “What could our Jewish community be doing to help your inter-faith household / 
family feel more warmly welcomed and included?” several themes emerged:

 A wide range of inter-faith activities, gatherings, and opportunities – segmented for 
target participants such as young couples and families with children.

 Focus on making sure that the non-Jewish partners and family members feel fully 
accepted and included. 

 The Reform community and JCC are appreciated for having been practicing openness and 
acceptance for our community’s inter-faith families.

 Many inter-faith couples hoped to be able to marry Jewishly, and the inability to do so 
has been painful and alienating for many.  [Likewise, baby namings, brit, etc.]

 Synagogue dues can be burdensome, and especially difficult for interfaith couples / 
families to justify when churches are “free”.  Likewise, a full synagogue membership 
commitment can be a daunting threshold, so a more casual welcome mat with fewer 
formal expectations (eg. Interfaith Havurah) might provide a less formidable, more 
relaxed, and more welcoming alternative for inter-faith engagement and affiliation –
especially for families with children.

 Once again, in yet another context, the over-arching Every Voice Counts message of 
unconditional acceptance and inclusion emerges as loudly and clearly relevant for this 
critically important -- already large and constantly growing -- segment of our Jewish 
community.

 For those with inter-faith households and families, the means to that end is both 
unconditional inclusion within the community’s overall outreach and programming, as well
as specially targeted outreach and programming focused on their specific interfaith-related 
perspectives and needs.  The answer is not “either/or” but rather “both/and”.  



… questions or comments?

Amy Libenson
ALibenson@JewishRochester.org
Jewish Federation of Greater Rochester

mailto:ALibenson@JewishRochester.org

